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The main school that we were based at was Blair High School which was part of the Montgomery County Public 
Schools collegiate. The Montgomery County school system is located in the Washington suburbs and is the 16th largest 
in the US. 90% of their students graduate.  
 
130 Elementary schools 
38 Middle schools  
25 High schools  
22,000 employees  
139,000 students enrolled 
 
Demographics 
African American: 22.9% 
American Indian: 0.3% 
Asian American: 15.2%  
Hispanic: 21.5% 
White: 40.1%   
 
Other Student Statistics  
Free and reduced school meals (FARMS): 25.8% 
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL): 12% 
International Students: from more than 164 countries speaking 134 languages 
SEN supported: 12.1% 
 
 
Key Findings 
 
Equity 
MCPS had strong views and policies about “Equity”. They believed that the focus should not be placed on the 
achievement gap between students of different backgrounds but on the institutional or educational gap. Therefore, the 
cause for the underachievement isn’t placed on the student, instead its placed on the school.  
 
Curriculum 
Both the middle school and high school allow students to choose their electives (subjects). Each student usually studies 
just 8 subjects. This means that some students never have the opportunity to experience every aspect of the arts 
(music, drama and art) for example. However, the subjects that they do elect for are taught approximately 4-5 times a 
week and so students become very focused and practised. Also, the students have a very positive work ethic as they 
are studying subjects that they have chosen.  
 
Students were in classes of no more than 18 students, often fewer. The ages of the students in the classes were also 
mixed. This appeared to work very well with little or no segregation due to age.  
 
Provision for higher achieving students and Gifted and Talented students was exceptionally good. 
At the middle school 300 students out of the 800 were placed in a “Magnet” group. This group was teacher nomination 
and test based entry, although students could choose not to be in the group. These students followed a largely cross 
curricular timetable, in which projects were completed across several subject areas e.g. ICT, History, English and Art. 
The projects aimed to prepare students for High School and further education.  
At the High School a similar programme ran called the Communication Arts Programme (CAP). This group followed 
more specific projects depending on what their personal focus was for the future. e.g. Government class, Journalism, 
International Human Rights. In government class the students were reinacting a historical election, complete with 
Presidents, officials, journalists, camera crews and experts. The students worked entirely independently calling press 
conferences, interviews and presidential meetings. All facts and arguments used were researched and checked 
constantly by the students. The teaching staff were very loosely directing the students, most of the direction and drive 
came from the students.  
The equipment and resources available to these students were very professional; T.V. cameras, editing suite, T.V. 
studios, numerous ICT suites, MAC suites specifically for journalism.  
  



International Human Rights was taught as an elective. It was a far more involved and interactive version of our 
Citizenship lessons. Students were involved in protests outside the Capitol, letter writing to the White House and 
investigated issues and causes that they were interested in themselves.  
 
At the middle school, students with low literacy skills were involved in a group called “Read180”. Classes were no bigger 
then 10 students. Students rotated around three stations; group reading out loud, “sofa time” (quiet reading) and reading 
software on the computers. The importance of the impact of reading on students’ education was recognised.  
 
AFL 
“Rubrics” were used in every lesson. These contained standard subject specific criteria for assessing students work. 
The students were very familiar with the criteria and were able to self and peer assess using subject specific language.  
 
DATA 
School based data at the High School was extensive due to the size of the school. Teachers inputted data into an 
electronic grade book. This could be done at school or at home. Other teachers, students and parents had access to 
these grade books, so the students’ progress was the responsibility of all three. The state requires test results called 
HSAs. These are the equivalent to our SATs covering algebra, literature, science and government. The county has a 
data base for this data.  
 
Extra Curricular Opportunities  
Both the Middle School and the High School provided numerous opportunities for learning and socialising outside of the 
classroom. Spirit Week was an annual event for all students involving Wacky Tacky Day (fancy dress), sports 
tournaments, community projects and arts. The Student Government Association gave students specific responsibilities 
around the school. The student ambassadors who worked with the SGA worked closely with staff and represented the 
school for events and with visitors.  
 
BSF   
The High School building was vast. It housed 3000 students with each class having approximately 15 students, 
therefore the number of classrooms was extensive. However, considering the number of students and staff the school 
was very calm. This was partly due to staggered break times and lunch times but also as a result of the buildings 
design. Corridors were very wide to minimise congestion. Classrooms were light and airy. The whole building centred 
around a huge atrium which was known as “Main Street”. Where to place different subjects had been clearly thought out 
with the Art rooms placed on the ground floor, with natural light and very easy access to external doors for outside 
teaching. The school stage was huge, complete with a fully equipped workshop, dressing rooms and stage technicians. 
Most classrooms had IWBs, which staff used mainly to display assessment data and lesson information. The installation 
of the IWBs were as a result of a previous TIPD visit from UK teachers.  
 
 
 
 
Evaluation 
 
Application to UK context 
 

• Personalising Learning. Electives- students choosing their own pathway. Studying art specialisms rather than 
our holistic approach. Mixed ages in classes- one step further from houses within schools. Application- Our 
KS4/5 courses are starting to allow choice of specialist areas to enable students to refine their chosen skills.  

 
• Provisions for G+T / Higher Able Students. The Magnet group and the Communication Arts Programme used 

cross curricular projects to encourage independence and a professional working ethos. Application- Possibility 
of completing “final major projects”, perhaps at the end of KS3. Raise expectations- aim higher and encourage 
the working ethos through more professional / mature relationships with students and giving the students more 
ownership over the work. Give students responsibilities such as a display / exhibition committee. Students 
would be responsible for all art displays around the school- planning, hanging, rotation, health and safety etc.   

 
•  Citizenship. The International Human Rights group and Government Class had a much more hands on and 

involved curriculum that was largely student led. Application- This could be applied to our citizenship curriculum. 
Allowing students to choose the focus of their studies, something that they can feel passionate about. Putting 
their studies into action through actual protests, letter writing, campaigning, fund raising, voluntary work, etc. 

 
• Student pride/ school identity. Student government is very similar to our student voice. So our students views 

etc are heard. However, I feel the Washington schools had a real identity that students and staff were incredibly 
proud of e.g. on the day of a football match most students and staff (even the principle) were wearing the 
football shirts and putting up banners with their “Blazers” mottos and logos etc. Application- Giving ownership of 
some of the school identity to the students. E.g. students could create mascots, sports uniforms, a theme song, 



a motto etc. Team building exercises that are mixed ages. UK schools with “houses” seem to encourage this 
sense of pride and competition also. 

 
• AFL. The student knowledge of their grading criteria for each subject was excellent. Application- Simplify 

grading criteria even further so that it outlines the key areas that are to be assessed. Students had memorised 
it, because it had been simplified so much. Deepen their knowledge of attainment targets. Revise assessment 
sheets.  

 
• BSF. The scale of the buildings and width of corridors etc made the school very calm and focused. The facilities 

for the arts (as outlined above) were professional and well thought out. ICT was used for specific purposes and 
not used for the sake of using it. Application- proposals will go through the BSF section of the school 
development plan. With particular focus to the arts facilities.   

 
• Equity. Focus on institutional / educational issues rather than underachievement issues. Application- rather than 

starting by looking at which individual students are underachieving, look at what possible issues may be 
occurring in the school to cause underachievement in certain social or cultural groups. Is more staff training 
required to educate us about the different backgrounds that we teach? 

 
 
How these findings will be disseminated 
 

- Initially, through a senior management meeting to present the report, our findings and how they could be 
applied.  

- Liaison with key members of staff with more detailed findings; Literacy, Teaching and Learning, G+T, SEN, 
Achievement and Guidance (pastoral).  

- Faculty meetings (Creative Arts) with subject specific strategies.  
- Possible whole school presentation to outline key outcomes from the visit 

 
 
Future Developments and Continuing Links 
 

- This report and details of our school will be forwarded to the staff development co-ordinators of both the middle 
school and the high school. (Email, telephone and postal links) 

- Email links will be established between the literacy co-ordinator at the High School and our literacy co-ordinator 
(their LC was very eager to find out about our reading levels, data, interventions and research into reasons 
behind low level reading). 

- Email links are already established between myself and the arts staff at the high school.  
- Email links will be established between our Gifted and Talented staff and the Magnet / CAP co-ordinators.  

 
  








